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Introduction 

The Stonehaven Local Learning Partnership (SLLP) was  established as part of a Community Learning & Development         

initiative across Aberdeenshire which aims to bring local partners together to focus on learning needs identified within the 

Learning Community networks. One of the priorities identified through the SLLP was “Raising Social Capital” primarily     

focusing on broadening the pool of active volunteers in the area by supporting and building the capacity of community 

groups and organisations.  Activities under this priority have been to hold a Volunteer Celebration and to establish a       

Volunteer Network. The Network has provided organisations who rely on volunteers, many of whom are volunteers      

themselves, a forum to share common issues, best practice and learning through a programme of sessions entitled 

“Volunteering - A Way Forward”.  These workshops have tackled a variety of challenges faced by groups and organisations 

who work with volunteers; from recruitment, to training, to  retention to recognition and a number of actions have been   

taken forward including a K&M Volunteer Noticeboard on Social Media. Recruitment has been identified as one of the 

greatest challenges and it was suggested that  a  recruitment event may help to attract more volunteers. A steering group 

was therefore formed to  look at holding a Volunteer Fair. 

Need for an Event 

Initial discussions looked at what is the need for such an event. It was suggested that potential volunteers would benefit 

from being able to speak directly to organisations seeking volunteers – sometimes there is a lack of confidence to email or 

phone a group directly, in the first instance. An opportunity is needed to browse without  feeling pressure to make an       

immediate commitment. Such an event may also offer the  chance for them to speak to other  volunteers and find out what 

volunteering is really like.     

Other thoughts included: 

• To increase awareness of volunteering opportunities in the area such as those through Quarriers and other Shire wide     

organisations 

• Opportunities to increase joint working between organisations which rely on volunteers 

• Promotion and support of volunteering as part of more general process of community empowerment 
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Intended Outcomes 

It was hoped that there would be a number of  positive outcomes from the event, including: 

• People feel better able to follow up on volunteer opportunities 

• Increased awareness of what opportunities are available  

• Organisations can give better information on opportunities and application process 

• Improved joint working between organisations 

 

Evaluation 

Having deliberated over the need for the event and intended outcomes, it was felt that the steering group were well-placed 

to undertake some valuable evaluation following the event. It was agreed that a two-stage evaluation approach; i.e.        

feedback at the end of the event with a follow up to groups three months later to establish the take-up rate from the day; 

would provide a stronger measure of success. Postcards were provided to stall holders and volunteers asking what they 

took away from the event. A short questionnaire will be sent on to all stall holders at the end of September to ascertain 

whether any of the initial enquires translated into volunteers on the ground. 

 

The Event 

The event hosting stalls with groups promoting volunteering opportunities and other information on volunteering was 

planned for Thursday 6th June 2019 at Fetteresso Church Hall from 1-4pm as part of Volunteer Week. This particular     

venue was selected as it was located close to the local Academy. Refreshments were provided, courtesy of the Co op, 

which offer the chance for volunteers to meet and chat. 

Key to the success of this event would be to attract as many volunteers along to the event as possible, as it was expected 

that a number of groups and organisations would be keen to take a space. To ensure the event would be worthwhile the 

promotional activity was focused heavily on reaching potential volunteers.  
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Promotion 

Groups and organisations working with people who would benefit from volunteer opportunities were approached directly to 

encourage them to visit the fair. A connection was made with the  Guidance Teacher at Mackie Academy to help promote 

the event to pupils interested in volunteering. Working with the Academy it was determined that it was important to provide 

more specific detail on the types of opportunities available, to help the school staff highlight the relevance of the event for 

the pupils. 

 

Other promotional activity included 

• A Volunteer focused invitation shared through all Networks. 

• - Key Channels for Promotion 

 KDP Bulletin   

 Partner Networks   

 Social media  - (KDP Facebook) 

 Mearns FM    

 North Sound/Original 106 

 Library  

 Twitter 

• Primary Schools  

• NESCOL - Blackboard  

• Posters 
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Kincardine & Mearns Volunteer Fair 2019 

The Volunteer fair was held during the National Volunteer week  on Thursday 6th June at Fetteresso Church, Stonehaven. It 

was an extremely successful event with a diverse range of 20 organisations promoting their opportunities to just short of 60 

potential volunteers. Mearns FM were in attendance and have prepared a podcast showcasing the opportunities and        

organisations.  

The following organisations took part: 

• Stonehaven Weekend Respite Project 

• Mearns and Coastal Healthy Living Network 

• Quarriers 

• K&M Befriending 

• Citizens Advice CAB 

• Tollbooth Museum 

• KDP 

• Employability Team (AC) 

• AVA 

• Co op 

 

 

With opportunities in a wide range of fields, including: Respite Care, Over 50's, Care, Befriending, Advice, Heritage, 

Community Capacity Building, Employability, Media, Older people activities, Medical Training, Community Support,       

Gardening and Animal Welfare 

 

 

• Stonehaven and District Talking Newspaper 

• Bervie Day Centre 

• Patient Partner Volunteer Programme 

• What’s on Bervie 

• Blakiwell Animal Sanctuary 

• Stonehaven Horizon Project 

• Stonehaven Guides 

• Lions Stonehaven & District Club 

• The Bellman 

• The Bettridge Centre 
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Feedback from the Day 

Postcards were provided to the stall holders and to all the visitors to the Fair.  

They were asked, “What did you take away from today?”  

The following responses were received: 

From stallholders  

 

 

 

 

 

Very worthwhile.   

Possibly 8 new contacts.  Can follow these 

up. 

Well organised.  Nice tea, coffee & biscuits. 

Thank you   

Good event 

Hall works - need space 

Lots of engagement & good chat amongst stall holders 

Spoke to many interested parties, proof will be in pudding if 

we have takers Mackie DoE interested in volunteering.                                                                                                                             

Nice if we can make this work 

There's a very busy & active volunteering community 

- lots of opportunities &  lots of people keen to take 

part.                                                                                                  

Thoroughly enjoyed the day and got loads of ideas & 

suggestions. 

Well done & thank you 

Really good day had so many people enquiring about the service 

and interest in volunteering -  had a good 10 folk interested.                                                                                                       

Very well organised and promoted 

Really felt worthwhile.  Well done all who put this together 

Interest in our volunteers for General Advisers 

Surprise from people in regard to the diverse 

advice KAMCAB has to offer 

Lots of interest 

5 volunteers offered their time 

to find out more. 

An opportunity to share our 

experiences as volunteers. 

2 possible volunteers 

Contacted various groups who can spread 

the word about our service 

Contact with 'The Bellman' for new content 

Excellent event - thank you 

For our purposes, having the chance to meet the 

groups involved was helpful. 

We also had a good number of 'visitors' and many use-

ful conversations. 

Only suggestion - you might want a bigger hall next 

time! 
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Feedback from the Day- other Feedback 

 

 

 

Very busy & very productive thank 

you.   

Also liked the Mearns FM podcast 

interview.   

Was enjoyable chatting with lots of 

new people. 

Took from it: 

Befriending registration form 

Information on the Bettridge Centre 

Info on the Healthy Living Network 

Thank you for organising. 

Several notes of interest - time 

will tell if they come to fruition 

Very worthwhile doing 

It's been well supported 

Made many contacts with other         

organisations 

Informing the public on the necessity of 

enjoying being a volunteer 

Lots of useful info. 

Very helpful 

A good insight into local volunteering 

opportunities. 

Was really interested in the gardening 

work. 

There are far more volunteering communities an    

opportunities in Stonehaven than I had realised, and I 

will definitely be involving myself further in 

Stonehaven volunteer work. 

Great experience in general. 

Defo worthwhile 

Good range of places for different 

people 

Well organised 

Good event 

Lots of ideas for volunteering. 

Got a few contacts, etc 

It was good to see all the opportunities 

available in Stonehaven, a lot of them I 

wouldn't have known about otherwise 

Good engagement with attendees 

Good flow to room 
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Feedback from the Day- other Feedback 

 Became aware of initiatives that take place 

in local area 

Very good and informative 

Interested in the Befriend programme 

Super event - great to chat to so many interesting 

people about exciting projects. 

A very positive buzz about the event 

Very welcoming - thank you 

Very good, interesting and useful 

Would definitely recommend holding this 

event again 

Very helpful event. 

Was good to speak to people from different 

organisations about volunteering opportunities 

Really good idea 

Everything in one place to find out what's going on. 

Like the tables with the person standing up as 

could have more of a conversation 

Good, a lot of options 

Volunteered with Weekend Respite 

Very interesting 

Found something to help with 

Volunteered for 1 group 
Very well presented 

Volunteering for one 

Low numbers 

Too hot 

Very informative event that 

has been helping insight to 

volunteering opportunities 
Very interesting, especially         

enjoyed the animal sanctuary! 

Very friending people 

Thank you 

Was extremely helpful and opened up many new  

opportunities 

Also gave awareness of how much can be done for 

the community/what forms volunteering can come in 
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Feedback from the Day- other Feedback 

 

There were some suggestions provided: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There were 38 positive responses of the 39 received. 

As the feedback shows most participants and attendees were very positive about the event. It was felt to be well organised 

and promoted with lots of opportunities for volunteers to speak to local groups and organisations.  There was interest in 

holding the event again which will certainly be considered.  There was also a valid suggestion to provide list of the            

organisations that took part to enable attendees to contact them at a later date. 

 

Good variety of volunteering 

opportunities. 

I would personally like to 

see more sports related 

courses around the hall. 

Thank you 

Good event. 

Very informative. 

Maybe a list of agencies and what 

they do would help. 

Good range, possibly extra                

opportunities for younger people. 
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Next Steps 

As proposed earlier it is intended that all 20 stallholders be contacted at the end of September with a short questionnaire to 

establish a conversion rate to really measure the success of the event. The feedback on the previous pages indicates that 

the Fair offered  great opportunities for groups to meet potential volunteers and indeed meet each other, as there were a 

number of potential partnerships being developed. Therefore as an event it has had a degree of success however, it would 

be encouraging to learn that some of the initial enquiries have translated into actual volunteer vacancies being filled. 

 

This was a Stonehaven Local Learning Partnership initiative and it had been decided to hold it in Stonehaven initially,  being 

the main town within the Learning Community which covers the Mackie School Network. It was found that the event did not 

attract  volunteers from outside of the Stonehaven area which also includes the coastal strip of Inverbervie, Gourdon and 

Johnshaven which would also benefit from increased volunteering. A similar event in Inverbervie is thus being explored to 

be held later this year. 


